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1. Recall than an oracle TM,ML, is a TM with a specialquery tape. It can write down any strings on
the query tape, and in one additional step get a reply whethers ∈ L or s /∈ L. We define the class
PSAT as the collection of languages decided by a polynomial time deterministic TM, with access to
an oracle for SAT.
Prove the following:

(a) NP ⊆ PSAT .

(b) coNP ⊆ PSAT .

(c) PSAT is closed under complement.

(d) Show that ifNP = PSAT thenNP = coNP .

(e) DefineMaxClique := {(G, k)| the size of the largest clique inG equalsk}.
Prove thatMaxClick ∈ PSAT .

2. Prove that the languageNATM = {(< M >,w) | M is a non-deterministic TM that acceptsw} is
NP-Hard.

3. We say that a languageL is in AvTime(T (n)) if there is a deterministic Turing machine solv-
ing L, whose average running time over all inputs of sizen, is at mostT (n). When defin-
ing the average, assumeΣ = {0, 1}, and each string of lengthn is weighted 1

2n
. We denote

AvP =
⋃

c>0
AvTime(nc). We also denoteE =

⋃
c>0

T ime(2cn).
Prove thatP ⊆ AvP ⊆ E.

4. We say that a non-deterministic Turing machine isnice if for every inputx the following holds:

• Every computation path returns either ’accept’, ’reject’ or ’quit’.

• There is at least one non-quit path.

• All non-quit paths have the same value.

Let NICE be the class of all languagesL that are accepted by some nice non-deterministic, poly-
nomial time, Truing machine.
Prove thatNICE = NP ∩ coNP .

5. Given an undirected connected graphG = (V,E), we define aspanning tree of G to be a subset
T ⊆ E, such thatT connects all the vertices ofG, and there are no cycles inT (T must be a tree).
Definek − SpanTree problem to be:
Input: An un-weighted connected graphG = (V,E), and a natural numberk.
Question: Is there a spanning tree ofG, with at mostk leaves?
Prove thatk − SpanTree problem is NP-Complete.
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6. The problemMaxEx3SAT problem is the following optimization problem: The input isa CNF
formulaφ with exactly three literals per clause (you can assume that no clause contains bothx and
¬x). Goal: Find an assignment that satisfies themaximum number of clauses.
Supposeφ hasm clauses. Finding an assignment satisfying allm clauses will solve 3SAT, so we do
not really expect to do this in polynomial time. But we can tryanapproximation algorithm.

(a) Find a polynomial time algorithm that satisfies at leastm

2
of the clauses (hint: you may use

randomization).

(b) Argue that (a) is an algorithm with approximation ratio1

2
.

(c) Improve the approximation ratio to7
8
.

(d) To complete the picture, it has been shown (a couple of years ago) that an efficient algorithm
with approximation ratio7

8
+ ε (whereε > 0 is a constant) implies P=NP. (No action in this

item, unless you want to prove P=NP. . . )
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